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The starred ones apply to me. XD

1) You doodle SK characters in your school notes.*
2) You have a green pen, and draw Lyserg with it.*
3) You have a purple pen, and draw Ren with it.*
4) You suddenly become very religious and start wearing white.
5) When your friends/relatives ask you why, you say you joined the X-Laws.
6) You start writing an essay on why Hao isn't evil.*
7) Whenever you hear "Babylon" you think of Jeanne, the X-Laws and/or the Gate of Babylon.*
8) Whenever you see fire, you think of Hao.*
9) You try to find Patch Villiage, and fail.
10) You try to find Patch Villiage, and succeed.
11) You try to get your hair done like Ren's.
12) You buy all the SK cosplay outfits you can find, no matter how much it costs.
13) You wear said outfits to school.
14) When your classmates laugh at you about it, you get out the weapon of the character you're dressed
as.
15) You sue 4kids entertainment and take all their money.
16) Never mind suing... you just burn their building down.
17) You start eating Chinese food.
18) You find yourself working to conserve nature.
19) You sew plushies of the characters in your spare time.
20) You download all the episodes on your computer at home.*
21) You start a group that boycotts/revolts againt 4kids.
22) It's been less than 2 hours since you founded the group and already have over 500 members.
23) You make shrine websites for all the characters, including the ones you hate.
24) You joined all the SK fanlistings that ever existed.
25) You claim you can see ghosts.
26) You actually can see ghosts.
27) You try to Hyoi Gattai/Integrate said ghosts.
28) You go to a tattoo place and ask them to tattoo Ren's emblem onto your back.
29) When this is done, you dye your hair purple and run around your neighborhood screaming "I AM
REN TAO, FUTURE SHAMAN KING!"
30) Whenever you cross the street (especially in the city and there are trucks) you think of Ren.*
31) Your ultimate dream is to go to China, Japan and England.*
32) Whenever you see a samurai, you think of Amidamaru.*
33) Whenever you see a sword, you think of Harusame or Mosuke.*
34) When you start studying world history in Social Studies and are studying China, you ask the teacher
if there's anything in the textbook about the history of the Tao family.
35) When the teacher says no, you yell.

Which ones apply to you?
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